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Abstract. Irregular tensegrity structures, due to their non-linear behaviour,
possess the potential ability to configure in multiple stable states. The kinematics and inherent properties of the compressive and tensile components
govern the final static configuration of the system. The primary objective of
the research is to study the non-linear behaviour of irregular tensegrity structures and formulate a computational generative, evaluative and algorithmic
method to design a structurally dynamic tensegrity system, with inherent
potential to adapt to the varying contexts and its respective demands,
requirements and spatial needs.
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1. Introduction
1.1. NON LINEAR DYNAMIC SYSTEMS

Linear systems generally tend to be characterized by a single global state, but
dynamic systems which are both non-linear and non-equilibrium, display multiple
stable states that behave in a variety of additional forms, namely steady, periodic
and chaotic states as explained in causality principle (Peitgen et al., 1992, p. 11).
“We are beginning to understand that any complex system, whether composed of
interacting molecules, organic creatures or economic agents, is capable of spontaneously generating order and actively organizing itself into new structures and
forms”, says Manuel DeLanda (2004). It is precisely this ability of matter and
energy to self-organize and exist in multiple stable states, which is of greatest significance due to its potential application to adapt to context. Neal Leach (2004)
states, “in most advanced form, it would be an architecture that is open to those
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processes themselves, as adaptive, responsive environment, that does not crystallize into a single, inflexible form, but is able to reconfigure itself over time, and
adjust to the multiple permutations of programmatic uses that might be expected
of it.” The inherent morphogenetic property and variable behaviour of complex
dynamic systems still remains to be studied, analysed and explored thoroughly to
its complete potential in architectural context.
1.2. TENSEGRITY AS NON LINEAR DYNAMIC SYSTEM

Conventionally studied regular tensegrity structures can be classified as linear systems i.e. having a single global stable state based on number of struts and hence
predictable in terms of solution. However, recent investigations in the field of
developing and designing the tensegrity have led to identifying the complex nonlinear behaviour of irregular structures (DeLanda, 2004). While the primary
parameters governing the morphological stable state of the system are the properties of its compressive and tensile components, the connection logic and nodal
degrees kinetic freedom of the configuration also contribute significantly to the
resultant stability and morphogenetic variation. Irregular tensegrity structures having identical strut number and lengths can exist in variant morphologies based on
connection logic and node forces.
1.3. SIMULATION OF TENSEGRITY STRUCTURES

Tensegrities are 3-dimensional stable mechanical structures that maintain its stability
due to an intricate equilibrium of forces established between its rigid and disjoint
compressive and continuous tensile components. They not only exhibit an exceptionally high strength-to-weight ratio but also possess the unique property of retaining
its stability in zero-gravity (Williamson et al., 2002) spaces because the stable morphology is purely a function of its component properties and is irrespective of
external forces. However, the determination of stable configurations that result from
the connectivity patterns between the compressive and tensile components is highly
challenging due to existence of multiple stable solutions. Thus the form-finding
process of the tensegrity structures involves computational support juxtaposed with
algorithmic approach to overcome the limitations of the available mathematical
methods that have restricted scope of exploration (Paul et al., 2005, p. 3).
1.4. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

The primary difference between regular and irregular tensegrity structures is the
uniformity and variation in the strut lengths respectively. A comparative analysis
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between the regular and irregular morphologies, resulting from a set of preliminary experiments, concluded that regular morphologies only generated
proportional volumetric and orientation variation when subjected to strut-length
variation (applied uniformly). The regular geometries were also more predictable
and behaved linearly (with single resultant stable state) as opposed to non-linear
behaviour of irregular tensegrities which showed un-predictable variation in volumes, shapes, numbers, and stability of resultant morphologies. In spite of the
non-linear behaviour, or rather, due to it, architecturally, irregularly generated
morphologies could be spatially differentiated and hence more useful in contrast
to the uniform, symmetrical, cellular and architecturally less usable spatial conditions of regular tensegrities. Also, the variation provided the potential of creating
limitlessly varied morphologies for diverse design applications in various topological contexts. This characteristic diversity in irregularly generated modules also
provides scope for higher complexity and further variation when organized in different hierarchical manner thus expanding its application at various scales (Ingber,
2003). These observations were key factors in narrowing the investigation on
irregular tensegrity geometries to develop methods to predict and explore multiply stable forms with diverse spatial configurations and the respective
architectural applications.
2. Generative Algorithm
This research uses generative algorithm to investigate the infinite solution space
of irregular tensegrity structures, by digitally generating numerous random basic
unstable seeds within certain parameters, and then relaxing them into all the possible stable relaxed states within the given set of connection logic using dynamic
relaxation methods. The procedure involves use of dynamic relaxation for simulating the material properties and system performance while obtaining stable
forms based on the input mechanical constraints and kinetic freedom. The rigorous analytical, evaluative, eliminative and selective procedure that follows the
relaxation stage, aims at achieving optimal residual set of digitally developed and
tested morphology modules that form the basis for next stage of design development aimed at organization logics of the emergent design.
2.1. PSEUDO-CODE

This step involved setting up the digital apparatus for the experimental exploration
of irregular morphologies. Since the design domain was so wide and limitless, it
was essential to fix the listed parameters to limit the boundaries of experiment,
that involved first generating a widely variant set of unstable basic seeds, which
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Figure 1. Pseudo-code for the generative algorithm.

would be later relaxed in its respective possible multiple stable states followed by
intensive structurally evaluative elimination process. In order to generate randomly variant initial population, a generative script was written in Rhinoscript
following the pseudo-code shown.
The first step involved generation of the unstable basic seed based on the input
parameter of number of struts. In order to achieve a stable tensegrity structure,
each node needed at least one strut and at least 3 cables connected. Hence, considering N number of strut as input in the script, the process generated 2N number
of symmetric nodes divided in 2 planes (each plane with N nodes) in a circular
equidistant manner. These nodes are then randomly connected by 4N number of
links such that each node has 4 set of links. These links are then randomly
assigned component properties with the limitation of each node bearing one strut
and 3 cables. The struts and cables are now randomly exchanged and shuffled
without changing the limitation of number of struts and cables at each node but
producing variant basic (unstable) seed morphology.
The next step of dynamic relaxation of the unstable basic seed required assigning elastic modulus to the cables. The cables (3N) are divided into form-finding
elastic cables (coded blue in diagram) and non-form-finding cables (coloured
black in diagram). The form-finding cables were the links connecting nodes vertically and non-form-finding cables connected the nodes horizontally in same
plane. This was followed by selecting randomly set of 3 nodes and fixing these
nodes in x-y-z planes, y-z planes and z plane respectively, thus fixing 6 degrees of
freedom in translational motion (Tibert and Pellegrino, 2003). The basic seed was
then relaxed using Rhino-membrane plug-in interface.
In order to further compare and evaluate the produced geometries, each of the
resultant morphologies was digitally tested for respective spatial properties of
enclosed volume, base area and clear height. The reason to have a geometric evaluative analysis of the vastly variant relaxed morphologies produced was to
eliminate the “architecturally” unusable forms, as this is an investigation to produce
forms that would prove useful to be inhabitable spaces. This indicated that larger
unobstructed volumes (with higher clear height) and morphologies with larger base
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area (and hence more stability) were potentially fitter for architectural applications.
An algorithmic script was written to calculate these properties of volume, base area
and clear height to the closest plausible values, as precise calculation was not only
tedious but computationally time-consuming. For volume calculation, bounding
boxes enclosing the geometry were generated where each bounding box was
aligned with each one of the outer plane of the geometry. (Alternately the convex
hull method could also have been used to calculate the volume of the morphology.)
The minimum volume of the bounding box was chosen as the geometry volume.
Same concept was used to algorithmically calculate base area (by selecting maximum of the various 3-point planar areas) and clear height (by choosing least of the
internal 1 point to 3 points planar distances). In terms of the weightage of the above
geometric fitness criteria, the enclosed volume was the most important (for spatial
usability), followed by larger base area (for stability) and then finally the clear
height. Thus the morphology with highest volume would tend to be fittest, with its
largest base area being used to help achieve the most stable orientation and larger
ground space for habitation and enclosure, and preferably the most plausible clear
height to provide enough room internally for optimal spatial usage.
2.2. MORPHOLOGY GENERATION

Using the generative script, at least 40 unstable basic seeds were created with 5
struts, 6 struts, 7 struts, 8 struts and 9 struts geometries (since 3 and 4 strut geometries produced only 1 and 2 seeds respectively). Each of unstable basic geometries
had unique connection logic, and thus would produce high variation in their
respective relaxed modules. It was observed that 6 and 8 struts geometries had a
tendency to relax into similar relaxed geometries and produce less variation while
odd numbered strut geometries like 5, 7 and 9 struts produced more variant
relaxed geometries. Also the number of form-finding and non form-finding cables
played a crucial role in stability of geometries. It was observed that geometries
with higher ratio of number of form-finding cables and number of vertical struts
produced lesser number of stable geometries.

Figure 2. A six strut unstable basic seed resulting in multiple stable geometries.
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2.3. EVALUATION STAGE 1- VOLUMETRIC PROPERTIES

Once calculated, each of the respective geometric data was graphically plotted as
shown in the example in order to have a comparative analysis and elimination procedure. The geometries with maximum enclosed volume, larger base area and
higher clear heights were selected thus eliminating the flatter, condensed and contracted unusable geometries.

Figure 3. Volumetric evaluation a six strut basic seed and the corresponding geometries.

2.4. EVALUATION STAGE 2-FABRICATION EASE

The second stage of evaluation intended to access the fabrication ease of the
modules. The first step involved eliminating geometries with intersecting struts
as it was structurally not feasible to fabricate, while the second step involved
analysing uniformity in the strut and cable lengths for fabrication ease. In order
to assess this regularity in lengths of struts and cables, values for each strut and
cable length is plotted graphically. A flatter line graph implied higher uniformity
in component dimensions. This procedure helped in retaining economically
buildable modules and eliminated geometries with too many varying strut and
cable lengths. The filtered out modules were then selected for further structural
tests and analysis.

Figure 4. Graphical representation of strut and cable lengths a selected geometry.
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2.5. STRUCTURAL TESTS

Structural analysis in Strand was carried out for the selected modules to simulate
the deflection of the nodes and the buckling threshold of the struts under the
assigned load and to get the appropriate geometry of the components.
For the digital setup, struts were assigned properties as beams with elastic
modulus. Cables were defined as springs with axial stiffness of each cable
inversely proportion to its length. Based on the geometry, minimum three nodes
were fixed on the ground in the translational x, y and z axis keeping the rotational
movement free. The other nodes were subjected to a load of 1000 N in the (-z)
direction. Each module was tested for three strut cross-section diameter value viz.
20mm, 50mm and 75mm and under three load cases with varying pretension values of 0.02, 0.01 and 0.001 in the tension cables.
2.5.1. Linear static analysis
LSA was carried out to study the deflection in the geometry caused due to the
designed load. Based on the inferences of the above experiments, the final strut
geometry and cable pretension value was decided. In certain cases to get the
desired stability for the designed load, combinations of different strut dimensions
was explored. This exercise helped in classifying the geometries based on their
structural stability and load bearing capacity.
2.5.2. Linear buckling analysis
The LBA estimated the load at which the struts will begin to buckle and was governed by the strut diameters. The structural analysis done for one of the selected
modules is shown below where the buckling loads for the structure was calculated.
Since the buckling load was lower than the required design load the struts had to
be redesigned by changing the diameter in order to increase the strength of the
structure and to ensure stability under critical load of 1000N.

Figure 5. A selected geometry tested for Linear Static and Buckling Analyses.
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3. Dynamic Experiment
3.1. MULTIPLICITY

The next step of the experiment was to test the selected modules for possibility of
dynamic spatial re-configuration. The strut and cable dimensions and lengths play
a very crucial role in the stable configuration of the relaxed form. This property of
producing variant stable forms with slight change in the dimension was used to
achieve dynamism in the form by manipulating component lengths and orientation. This experiment was carried out to test each of the selected design modules
for possibility of distinctly usable spatially reconfigured organization. This characteristic feature was the key to achieving program based dynamic performance of
the system.
The manipulation of the component properties was carried out by either changing the length of struts or the rotating the struts with one fixed end. The
experiment was limited to manipulating only one strut at a time; only the 3 struts
with one end fixed at the base were manipulated. The length change was limited
to either increasing or decreasing by 1.5 m at the free end of the fixed strut. The
change would be achieved by having telescopic struts that could be increased and
decreased by 1.5 m at the free end of each of the 3 fixed struts. The telescopic
change would require to be triggered manually as per the programmatic need or
user need to reconfigure the structure for enclosed space. However, due to prestressed nature of the system, this mechanism would require either use of motors
or dismantling of structure and re-assembly of the module.
The rotational change was also limited to a + 100 or – 100 in the x-y plane
about the fixed end of the strut. The change would be achieved by using pin
jointed detailing with freedom for rotation at the fixed end. The digital experimentation was carried out in Rhino-membrane by re-assigning the component
properties and relaxing the structure again after the manipulation. In both the cases
the module sometimes produced a large spatial variation and re-configuration, but
most of the times resulted in swaying.

Figure 6. Selected module tested for rotational manipulation of component.
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Figure 7. Selected module tested for length manipulation of component.

3.2. MEMBRANES

The next design step was creating enclosures in these design modules by not only
retaining the spatial differentiation of spaces but rather enhancing it using tensile
membranes. In order to understand the structural implications of the membrane
addition, the modules were again tested under same conditions as before for structural stability. It was observed that the tensile membranes affected the buckling
loads as the structure had now started failing at lower threshold loads implying
that the strength of the structure required to be regained by further increasing the
strut diameter.

Figure 8. Linear Buckling Analysis Test on module after membrane addition.

4. Conclusion
The use of digital scripting tools to predict structural behaviour and formulate the
algorithmic form-finding process helped in exploring the vast design space
domain of irregular tensegrity structures which has been very sparsely explored.
The intense evaluation stages and elimination process helped in efficiently filtering out the potentially usable design modules. Simulation of non-linear complex
system behaviour and the multiple-stable states of morphologies, produced from
the generative process, provided an efficient digital apparatus for further studying,
analysing irregular tensegrity structures including its varied application possibilities.
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Figure 9. Modular reorganisation to form architecturally habitable and re-configurable spaces
and structures.

However, there is a need of a feed-back loop in the digital exploration which
would enable the learning and conclusions of each stage to be applied in the
process by re-iterating the stages with revised procedures.
Combining the system with springs or sensors would further investigate the
dynamic system behaviour without the need to mechanically change the structure.
There is also further scope of researching on methods and techniques that would
explore the modularity of the system in much deeper sense to come up with more
emerging complex structural systems.
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